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The Subjective Object
While slwwing an enduring priferencefor the casual touch,
deliberately creaky facture and modest materials, Richard '!'uttle has
over the last 40 years created an exceptionally varied body qf work,
as a current traveling retrospective maIres clear.
BY RICHARD KALINA
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In 1972 Tuttle took dematerialization
still further with the wire pieces,
which are about as close to not
being there as he could get.

though the fonns are seemingly straightforward, the paintings do not want
to stay put perceptually. They quiver, go off plwnb, slide away from you.
The twin rectangular panels of 1loo (1965), for example, have completely
different color weigh~ with the buoyant, pastel orange on the left. barely
tethered to the dense cedar green on the right. The panels are physically
abutted but not flush, since the edges are not ruler-straight, and the whole
ensemble cants O\o"er to the right, though not far enough to create anything
so cormntional as a wdynamicn diagonal. These works (with the possible
exception of a slightly earlier group of ten small cardstock cubes, each
with different forms cut out from itI) oome about as close as Thtlle gets to
orthodox Minimalism. And it is clear that for him, Minimalism's geometry
and orthogonal orientation are things to play off of, not go deeper into.
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Portrait or Hubert Voge~ 19 1+, acrgllc Ink 011 hmvg.gauge ltire,
S* OllIlA Incllu. National Gallerll 0/ Art, Ballhlnglon, D.C.
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the hisWry of postwar Ilrtreritlcal nastiness, so much so that Robert Storr
felt it necessary to discuss it at length in his contribution to the current
exhibition's catalogue.
Though there may have been doubters, 'futtle has always had many
people strongly in his comer, and at the beginning of his career he had the
good fortune to land at the legendary Betty Parsons Gallery, first working
there, starting as a gallery assistan~ then showing willi Parsons from 1965
until her deatll in 1982. The gallery's place in the histmy of postwar art
and its low-key, idealistic ethos made a strong impression on the young
artist. One of the most influential galleries of the '~ it had been home
at various times to Jackson Pollock, Barnett Newman, CJyfl'ord Still, Mark
Rathko, Agnes Martin, Tony Smitll, Ellsworth Kelly and other abstract artists with a poetic, reductive bent. Martin, whom Thttle met when he was in
his 205 and she was in her 60s, became a lifelong friend and inspiration.
The first works that ThtUe showed at Parsons were cal1ed the "Constructed Paintings.n They were built from two congruent plyYrood shapes
that were held an inch or two apart by a thin wooden strip attached to
the pl)wood by hundreds of small, carefully hammered nails. Hovering
somewhere between painted sculpture and sculptured painting, they had
edges drawn with an elegantly wavering line-a harbinger of virtual1y
aU of 'futtle's subsequent work-and an even matte acrylic surface. The
colors Thttle chose \'/ere often odd, slightly grating wdeoorator" hu~or
example, a light violet-gray panel placed flush to a white one that is in
turn abutted to a flesh-oolored one in CMf86a, a minty sea-foam green
in HO'/LSe and an Insistent mid-tone peacock blue in 1brso (all 1966). 'l1te
overall shapes, whether in single- or multipanel works, read initiaUy as
straightforward, undemanding forms-rectangles, inverted wU" shapes
or simple curves, with each panel painted a single, uninflected hue. Even
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he "Constructed Paintings." their indetenninate color and slightly
irregular edges notwithstanding, were still very much objects, and
'futtle, along with other Post-Minimal and Conceptual artists, became
interested in dematerializing his artwork. In his unstretched canvas
works from 1967, 'futtle took the same sorts of quasi-geometric shapes
that he used in the "Constructed Paintings," cut them out of canvas with
the help of a paper template, hemmed the edges, and then balled them
up and put them in a pot of fabric dye. The C8.f\WS was hung out to dry,
and the result was a wrinkl~ W\evenIy pigmented surface. The colors of
the pieces---rust., gold, orange, blue, green-were rather wan and unassertive to start with, and over the years, depending on the permanence
of the dye and the piece's exposure to light, they have faded to even paler
shades. This fading. though, has resulted in surprisingly Little esthetic loss.
Such chromatic flexibility, combined with the way the pieces were meant
to be displayed and stored, underscores their lack of preciousness, their
consciously diminished aura Thtue wanted them to be pinned to the wall,
or even spread out on the floor, with the orientation left up to the owner
or curator. There was no prescribed back or front, up or down, and the
pieces \'/ere meant to be kept wadded up in a cloth bag when they w'ere
not on display (a1tllOugh, as an SFMOMA curator assured me, no institution would ever do that).
For all the outward signs of casualness, these works are not quite as
3rd Rope Piece, 191+, OOfflJlI tutd lIal,., a/licht' /0"9.
Natio,,41 GaUt", oJ Art.
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hand as they might seem to be at flrsL The shapes. in particular, are
'efully considered. Many of them have a hidden perspectival element.
YeUow Triangle wi1h Three Thicknesses (1967), for example, a chunky

Hided shape with a cut-out triangular center resolves Itself into a
oee-dimensional representation iC you mentally extend the interior lines
the thickest side and connect the outer and inner meeting points of
1 other two bars. Similarly, an untitled piece (rom 1967, boxy with odd
t1ng legs, becomes, with the addition ofintemaJ divisions, a much more
nprehensible tablelike Conn. As Thtt.le moved further into the series, he
jan to focus on the octagon. These pieces, for me the most compeUing
:he 1007 cloth group, were devised by a simple yet effective generaUng
tern. 1Wo squares were laid on top of each other, rotated, and the parts
.t stuck out were cut off, leaving an uneven, eight-sided figure.
n subsequent work 'futtle moved further toward dematerialization.
:roup of paper octagons (ollowed the cloth pieces. ConceM!d in 1970,
I dated then, they must be created anew for each instaJlation. Thttle
s them out of white paper and pastes them ftat onto a white wall They
ow the contour of the wall and, because of the relative thinness of

the paper, pick up the texture or their supporting SUlface. Importantly,
they carry no sense or physical or optical weight, and, depending on the
quality or iigh" can become virtually invisible. In the SFMOMA show, 12
paper octagons ......ere attached to the curving walls near the windowed
staircases. They caught the light in different wa,ys-60me looked like light
projections, some were almost totaHy whited out, and some were banded
by the windows' cast shadows. The effect was subtle and quite magical.
In 1972 ThWe pushed ~ still further with the wire pieces, which
are about as close to not being there as he has managed in his work. Part
object, part performanee, the wire pieces are re-created (Of, one might
say, remembered) by the artist every time they are put up. Thttle comes
to the task with no physical template ror the work, but rather a memory
or what. the original looked like, He stands in Cront or the wall with his
shoes ott and draws a pencil line on the wall without liIUng the point, in
the process tracking the recalled outline or the original work. The shape is
reasonably simple--a good example is 10th n,", Piece (1972), the underlying fonn or which is a "V" with horizontal extensions at its ends. Once
the pencU line Is drawn, he takes Utin 1I0rist's ~ attaches it by a nail to
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I'k ", fI.!~ Arl of Ric/HINt 'TIttlk,· .IIOtcitl. UortgNJulld) n.ere's No Ite_ • Good M.. I. Hard to t-illd I, 1S88; (I(ft) Sill, / 98?; ( right) 'J\Irqloise I, 1988; IIlId
(Off ICG II) lite ICG~/(H' Gild ,raplei'e IInWI "fO fJa,lI,· J9as; 01 SI'MOMA. PIIoto &. Blad:tCdl.

As the '80s progressed, TUttle's work
took a decided turn away from reduction,
and began to incorporate a w ider range
of materials and techniques.
Qne end of lhe line and retraces the pencil's I)aUI in wire. When that. task
L~ done, the wire is eiUlcr attached at. the other end of the line or not, and
either left whole or cut at some poinL In whatever stale ThUle lea\leS the
wire, Lhe springy, recalcitrmt material takes 011 lllife of its own. TIle piece
is then lit, and another element, a shadow, is introduced All UU'OO linear
fomlS work in counterpoint, and each brings the same insistent insubstantiality to bear on the IInished work
I'd seen Ute wire pieces before, but I WdS still surprised that so much
could be done with so IiWc. I'm not sure 1can say the sallie for the I\()(Ori·
ous 3rei Rope Piece (1974), a 3-inch horizontailliece or cotton dotlleSline
attached exactly 3 reet up 011 the wall by thin nails at the center and both
ends. I came to the exhibition expecting to be really taken with it, but
I wasn't Yes, it carries the large expanse or waJi on which it's centered
(width·wise), it reels a lot bigger than it is, and you can see it perfectly
well from 75 feet away (it has been installed 80 that it is visible from U\6
next. gallery). UIUmat.ely, though, the whole Uling seems rather rhetorical,
Ule khld of experience you caJljust as easily read about as see. 1'0 be fllir,
ThWe has not spent the int.ef'l'ening yeaN cutting UJ) smaJi bits or rope and
putting them 00 the wall. ArooJrks have different meanm,gc; and effects at
different times, and It's nol real!Onable to expect eYer)1hlllg tI) Sjm as
nutlcally and forceful ly as it. did 30 years before.
or much greater interest to me was a vitrine containing seven very
small lICulptures execute<!. In the 1 97~. (TIle given dates are 110 more
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precise than this.) They don't seem like much: two little curved parallel
rectangles of ga/vanized metal (Lines), a length of heavy wire bent into a
symmetrical, reclining structure (Portrait Q{ Herbert UJgel), two identical pieces ofwood resting on top of each other, painted at the joining and
slightly displaced (Rest) and two roughly cut diamonds of plywood joined
together by a little piece of knotted string (1Wo Blocks). H~r, these
sculptures possess a weight that belies their physical modesty, for they
lay out a vocabulary of abstract sculpture, a set of visual templates not
dissimilar to Richard Serra's famous programmatic list of infinitive verbs
("to roll, to cut, to tear, to shorten ... "). Their scale and execution is just
right: they manage to feel big and small, tough and vulnerable, worked
and found, savvy and naive, all at the same time.
'Pottle's earlier work was not moving solely in the direction of the
• reductive. During this period he drew continuously and inventively
in a variety of materials. Color, which had been emptying out in the larger
work, asserted itself in the drawings, almost in readiness for Its eventual
return in the sculptures of the '8Os. Asuite of 11 untitled watercolor and
graphite drawings from 1971, each 13Y4 by 1OY4 inches, stands out for
sheer beauty and deftness of execution. In them 'I\Jttle pencils in the
outline of a fonn- an 0, a sort of keyhole shape, three joined rings, a
meander-and within its boundaries lays in thin multicolored lines oflusclous bleeding watercolor. No matter how the shape tums, the watercolor
striations are always horizontal, lending the abstract shapes the feeling
of landscape and imbuing them with ajewel·like decorative opulence.
A'J the '70s neared an end, 'futtJe explored new territory in another series
of works. They were, not surprisingly, small and seemingly casual. In this
series, he took watercolor paper, cut it into a shape--oft.en a variation on a
rectangle-painted and folded it, attached it to the wall and then physically extended that Conn out onto the wall itself, either by continuing to
develop a particular painted area there or by elaborating the form in

Mollltey, leeol'ery for. Darkened Room, 6, 1983, wood, wj~, ac",~/c,
matlHHrrd, , trillg alld doth,
GaJlnr 0/ Art.
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U/l, view o/Insfde llIe Still Pure Fol1ll, re-creation o/the 1990
in.ta/I.lion at Blum Helman GfJlfery, ~w York, wood, fl"Jpltite, law
pailtt, _tercolor, . praJl enamel; at SFMOMA. Photo Ben Bhl.ck~lI.
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pencil In 1ltoIo. (1978), a ~ painred horizonlB! rectangle of lit»t cobalt
~ pant> on the pape' but I1lOOIq on the w.!II, stabilizes a white, rolded-

paper fonn set on Ute diagonal, while in 1'iJJ£ A (1978) a black and ocher
L shape is augmented by a penciled outline drawn direcUy on the wall.
By Ute early '8Os 'futUe began to work seriously with the idea of the
frame. This investigation allowed his drawings to assume an increased
scu1pturaJ presence but also put another structural and referential system
into play. In the "India \\Uric" series of 1980, a piece of paper with a small
quasi·geometrlc watercolor image painted on it 15 floated in an elaborate,
multileveled unpainted wooden frame that the artist designed. Rather
than simply being something to p~JcalJy protect a drawing and visually
isolate it from itssurroundings, Ille frames in wlndia \\Urk" end up carrying
as much esthetic freight as the drawing elements themselves. Other serk!s
in a similar ",in rollowed, "Hong Kong Set" (1980), "Brown 8aI" (1981),
"Old Men and Their Garden" (1982) and "La Terre 00 Grenade" (1985).
A1; the '80s progressed, ThUle's work took a dedded tum away from
reduction, and began to incorporate a wider range of materials and
techniques. Where once it seemed hard for people to even recog.
nize that a work of art was on display, now complex, colorful, almost
baroque sculptural objects left no doubt about what they were. Not
Arl ill Amenca 11 7

1088 'futtle
Ia nresidence
for 10
in Abiqu.iu,

Jl'KM!d to New Mexico and made it his primary
years. He e\o'e ntually built a hol.l'le on top or
mesa
Georgia O'KeefJ'e's town. The move to New
Mexico pushed 'futtle's art in a new direction, making it both
simpler (maybe "less dense" would be more accurate) and
more spatially expansive. II/side the Still Pure Forni (1990) ,

an installation that occupied the entire exhibition space or
the Blum Helman Gallery in New York, was re-created ror
the SFMOMA show. At the musewn a Jarge white room was
painted with five narrow horizontal bands. 1\.vo blues, corresponding to the sky, were placed near the ceiling; two yellow
stripes (one very thin wiUI a thicker, paler band beneath it)
ran through a central horizon line; and a bar or virldlan green
sat at ground level Thirteen modestly scaled relief sculptures
(most or them with a geometric, constructivist look) and 14
framed gouache and graphite drawings were set around the
room at varying heights, relating to the bands like notes on
musical staves, so that the room took on the feeling or an envirorullenlal musical score. For all Ule possibm~ or a jazzed-up,
rrenetlc look, the installation relt calm and contemplative.
New MuIUl, New York ' 14, JI9B, lJcrvllc on pfJllWOd, J6% II, !.f~ IlIcll,.,. (;411«1;011
'futUe worked with a spare but e'o'OOltive instaJIation tech$U'OIl IllJm'lJ,.d Glt,.n Glul~ NtlD l orA".
nique in the aLine Pieces" or 1990 and his 1992 installation
"Fiction Fish,a at Mary Boone's SoHo gallery. In this latter
series, pencil lines started on the ceiling, a root and a half away
that ThUle abandoned his casual look and creaky racture. That some rrom the wall, and continued down to almost floor level, where each ended
or these works barely held together was the point-they were about with a small sculplUre "attached" to It, like a fish on a line. At Boone there
connecting the disparate and discombobulated, cobbling together a. ~re 24 "fish," and they managed to animate (and synCOP.1W) that long,
coherent visual language out or the odds and ends of lire. The work
continl/ed on page /59
exuded a kind or jittery charm and was becoming humorous, in a lowkeyed way.
MOl/keg's Reroverg for a Darkened Room, 6 (1983) is a wall·mounted
piece consisting of l"''O tree branches painled bright blue, a deformed
rectangle or red wire and sLring, twists or cloth, curved fonns cut oUl of
mat board and hanging, cial)perlike lengths of wood attached by loops
or wire to each other at opposite comers, so they desrend in a diagonal,
stcplike rashion. The piece is hard to describe, and others are st.ilI hamer. A list or materials is helprul ror getting the reel or a wall sculpture
like 1loo or More XlI (1984), if not its exact look: rabric, aluminum Pepsi
can, wire, reather, glass, cardboard, enamel, acrylic, spray enamel and
dry pigment. The "Sentences" series of 1989 even tossed lightbulbs into
the equation, and these pleces-rreestanding or nearly so-are probably the funniest and most. eccentric in the whole show. Sentences lll, a Gfoot-high slab or blue painted wood, its crown curved like a tombstone or
surfboard and festooned with three nonfunctioning red bulbs in ceramic
sockets on its lop, five white ....'Orking ones wong the side, and a bustedup plywood grid on its rront, feels like a science-rair robot project gone
\'Cry wrong. Another favorite or mine is There's No Reason a Good. Man
Is Hard. to F'ind I (1988). One of the biggest sculptures in the show at
roughly 6 by 7 by 7 feet, It is a concoction orwood, PVC pipe, metAl bolts
and screws, heavy gauge wire, tissue paper, acrylic, imitation leather
and Industrial-quallty thread. It spirals up f'n>m the fl oor wilh a kind or
jaunty, stuttering beat, black bags over its joints, an orange tissue-paper
flag on a wire at its top, ready to Hutter in the wind.
These works rrom the '8Os have an excess and theatricali~ very much in
lune with lhe times. This was the decade or Neo-Expressionism, and a tendency toward over-the-top accretion was widespread. And yet 'fuUJe, prolific as ever, fashioned restrained, nicely damped-down work during this
W&ferboud 8, J1S6, lJa'J{flc 011 .-q(trOoard, "6J,S II, llinelle.. tAJlkclion
period as weU. orpartlcular interest is The &iroqllt! alld CQ/or' 8 (1986).
Ra;lItr alld ~II PtU:n1, Za" Sfdun'kut1L
A perfectly symmetrical, hlglHvaiste<! vasellke fonn slightly more than 5
feet high, it is comtructed rrom rice paper stretched O'II':r a gridded wood
Oppo.lle, Me_Ito. Five, G~ ud Yellow, ZOOI, 1COOd, /allrlc, Ulrn4flGled
armature, and loosely colored on and around the grid lines with a bluishcardlHHlrd, IlJ lex pG11I1 olld .Ollq/llalfltll' , Z1 pan.; .IIolell IItrf' III "R1chanl
red lint. Il is lovingly constructed, elegant and just the right scale-a bit
1'111111': ,wtmt,.,o, ~ 1001, a t till' MIIMII &rrflhIt, de Arte COll ltmpordllf'fJ,
PDrlO, Portuga l.
big for a vase, a bit small ror a IlCl'SOll.
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tmtinuedjrompag8 JJ8
ectangular space. At SFMOMA, space limitations and the shoWs chrorn;
19lcal ordering allowed (or ONy two of these pieces. They flanked a door,
nd if you paid them sufficient attention they held their own, but otherrise they tended to get lost amid the more assertive work around them.
TuWe now divides his time between Abiquiu and New York. This split
I reflected in the 1998 series "New Mexico, New York." In this group of
!Orb, two Layers of ~·inch plywood are superlmJX)Sed, the smaller top piece
llgned with at least. one edge of the bottom piece. ThIs placement results
1 a kind of "ftap" and gives the pieces an envelopelike quality, bringing to
lind the mail and the dlsembodied communication Lhat comes from lMng
1 two places. New Mexioo, New J6rk 1114 Is a horizontal red rectangular
>nn, witll wavering edges and atop edge thai
In """",,,>ely. The Hap
ogles in from the two top comers and become; a horizontal line that runs
long a bit lower than halfway down. Painted with a very thin, uneo.-en coat
rwhite acrylic that allows a graphite line and patches of raw plywood to
how through is a thick line that moves down along the left-hand Hap, turns
orizontJilly and, parall<1ing the horlzonW portion of the Hap, branches out
Ito a klop. The looping line suggests 3 road or a river.
The inherent qualities of a wooden support are likewise used etrecth-e.ly
1 the 1996 ~WaCerboard" series. These wall-mounted works are made
"Om a commercial plywoodlike material fashioned from compressed
spenwood scraps. The aspenwood scraps are all different sizes and
Ilapes, and the board Is splintery when cut. Unlike ordinary plywood,
'h1ch can clalm a certain esthetic neutrality (except in Donald Judd's
'O rk, when It is thick, unblenUshed and decidedly elegant), waferboard
L so texturally assertive and crummy-looking that perhaps only Thttle
ould see Its potential as an IIJ'tisUe material_ The shapes he creates in the
Naferboard~ series are complex, curving and vaguely floral. Each work is
ivided into discrete areas, and each intema1 section is painted a ditl'erent
uiet color-in the case or utiferboard 8 (1996), for example, two kinds of
us~ pink, golden yellow and yellowish greell, a deeper green and two
rayish blues, plus black and white. The insistent "piecemeal" texture of
1e waferboard reads ihroug,h the thin paint, and the scrap6 end up look19 like a combination of fallen leaves and impastoed brushstrokes. More
Wl any other 'WOrk by Thttle, these pieces recalJ the American modem;m o( Arthur Dove, Marsden Hartley and Georgia O'Keeffe.
In recent years Thttle has pushed further inID Installation work, as in
renleTlJO Five, G1vy ond Ye/IQw (2002), which featnrns two Ia!1!' ribbed
Inns suspended in the air at a diagonal and surrounded by a cloud o(
bjcds tJlat look like the letter P. He has also embarked on a nwnber or
mbitlous print projects, with Crown Point ""'" among other firms, and has
~ the abstract pictDrialln woriG like the "!'en" series of 2001, In
ttich ten Il>incI><quare plywood boan1s are displa,)od on the wall, stacked
yramidally---four boards on the bottom row, three in ihe next, then two
nd one. 'lY.1l examples or this series are represented in the exhibition. The
lost ~ and poetic is 11m A The work is left. Wlpainted for the moot
art, but it is adorned with <M>CalMl, ~ little oIUects. plus a deplcon of what appears to be a mountain and a ladder.
The recent work that made the strongest impression on me, howver, was R8plac6 the Abstract Picture Plans lV (1999). In this amblous plec&-wReplace" In the title is clearly an exhortation--'I\rttle is
j'ing to get the viewer to rethink the normal flat picture plane that has
efined abstraction (or the past century. He does not do it (If lndeed It
tIl be done) by merely creating an obvious su~tute ror such a plane)mething suggesting perspectival depth, for example (as AI Held did).
lSIad he ..ts up a 4lI-part !>id of square plywood panels, each panel
Mded In", "'" equal _cal rectangles, and each rectangle painted a
tfl'erent th1nIy applied color. The panels are floated In a whlte-painted
1UTIe, and the grid can be configured In any way the curator desires, as
Lng as It makes an overaU rectangle. In this Installation there were (our

cw",

horizontal rows of ten panel! each. 1lle two color choices (or each panel
are intuitive, although Ute colors on the right hand side generally end
up being optically heavier. Your eye is moved along, as usually happens
before a grid, in a rational fashion, but it is never allowed to rest, either
laterally or in terms or spatial advance and recession. Thttle's Intention Is
to disrupt perceptual tupectations or unity, to take that whleh nUght normally be read as a seamless screen, a modernist paradigm or coherence,
and tum it into something shifting and contingent. Replace tlI8 Abstracl
Picture Plane IV has the (eeling o( a Jose( Albers pedagogical exercise
taken as Car as It could possibly go, and then pushed a bit further. It's
logical, fanciful, chromatically and optically ravishing, and If, as 'l\J.ttJe
has said, the piCture plane needs replacing just like a car battery, then
this seems like a perfectly reasonable altemath-e.

O

rganizing a retrospective exhibition o( an oider, still highJy productive artist can be tric~. Riehard Thttle is in his mid-6Os-{oo far
along In his working life to have the simpler midcareer SI.I.IWy but, considering the sheer amount of work that he continues to make, not &f\VWhere
near ready (or the grand sununing up. A ThWe exhibition raises a number
of curatorial and historical questions. How do you gr.-e a sense o( continuity and thematic consistency to a body or work tllat, on the surface, seems
to resist it? How do you preserve the sense or recundlty and eruptive
irnagJnatio~ the feeling of an art willed In'" e>istence from un1i1<ely mali>
rials, summoned from the ""rid of the "'*l""art and seemingJy re<><1Y '"
return to it? While Thttle's art is otJbeat and idiosyncratic, it Is also "'ery
much mainstream. The history of which he Is a part is in an uncertain
,tat&-partly oodllled, partiy In Dux. Where, wr 40 yws or wori<, does
'futUe fit into the larger frame of Post-Minimalism, and haw does an C\'Olv·
ing Post-Minimallsm relate to our changing ideas of Minimalism?
Some o( these issues are addressed. In the thorough catalogue, which
Includes extensive ~ by Madeleine Grynszt.ejn, Robert Storr, Richard
Shiff and Katy Siegel, as well as smaUer pieces about specific exhibitions
and projects. Historical research and critical speculation aside, a retrospecti\-e must pose and ultimately answer the question, what are we to
think or this artist? The organizers of this exhibition and of the concurrent
one de'i'Oted to 'l\J.ttle's extensive print production at the nearby Crown
Point Press Gallery collaborated clooely with the artist to select and present a body of paintings, sculptwes, drawings,
and artist', bool<> thai
preserve ThtUe's spirit of inspiration and unpredictable im'entlon, but
a1se keep potM1Ial anarthy at bay. 'Thanl<s '" these etlorts, we can see the
development of a visual language, a syntax o( abstraction, and follow the
thread of it as it moves through the years. Thule's work has been remarkably well ser.oed in this exhibition. While the sheer YOlume and complexIty of the material makes demands on the vlev;er, seeing such a large
selection renders It more coherent, not less. I am concerned that as the
show travels and pieces are removed (the Whitney version, (or example,
contains about 20 percent fewer works than the original) the overall
effect will be diminished, and, as a resu.I~ Thttle's work will appear more
eccentric and less conceptually elaborated than it is. I hope not, because
ThtUe is not only an original, but one of the most important representatives of a group of artists whose historical stgnificance is only now coming
InID (ocus.
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I. Thb wont WIS IncIlJded In Barbara Rose's Importantartlcleon \he ~ 'ABeAn," M
iliAmericG, Oct.obef.NcMmber 1965, pp. 57-69.
"'nv Art rt RicAard 1\It.tV dtbtU.ttd at UN .S(m Fhmci.taI Aiulntlll rf Modmt ArC IJIJJJ t
Oct 161 Cl7ldil~ Oft tWat 1M ",.".,.,..v.- q'~ N1, NN Hri/Nall 10,
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